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>> Dear reader

>>>

recovery in most EU countries, restrictive regulation as

about the Committees and their topics of interest, I would

a reaction to the crisis enforced in some markets, and

like to suggest reading the Committee Chairs interview

inadequate financing by banks could however hamper

and the interviews with the newly elected Chairs of the

their outlook.

Single Risk Committee and the Solvency II Expert Group.
It is all about successfully converting ambitions into clear

I hope you will enjoy reading this first issue of the newly

actions beneficial to the broad membership. Last but

branded and formatted ‘The ICISA Insider’.

certainly not least we are delighted to again include the

This issue includes a variety of interviews reflecting the

column, this time written by Richard Wulff, as well as an

broad and vibrant developments within our membership

interview with our keynote speaker at the Spring Mee-

and the valuable views on the current and future state of

tings, dr. Kurt Karl of Swiss Re.

our industry.
If you enjoy reading The ICISA Insider, but not yet receive
Among others you will find an interview with the Senior

it, you are kindly invited to subscribe free of charge on

Vice President & Director of Chubb Surety, Richard

the ICISA website: http://www.icisa.org/newsletter/1584/

Barnett, sharing their reasoning for joining ICISA again.
Furthermore I would like to invite you to read the interview

I wish you happy reading!
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New Member Interview – Richard Barnett, Chubb

‘Think Relationship, Think Chubb’
ICISA warmly welcomes former ICISA member Chubb back to the
association. Richard Barnett, Senior Vice President and Director
for Chubb Surety kindly offered to participate in a brief interview to
reintroduce Chubb to the membership of ICISA.
“Chubb was a previous long time member of the ICISA, with

relatively small. Consequently, it’s important to have a keen

membership lapsing a few years ago. I think renewing our

understanding of the development opportunities and the

membership is a strong statement to the value and benefits

competitive landscape.” He therefore expects interesting

in place in the association, and in particular, the individual

discussions that are beneficial to Chubb. “We anticipate that

member participants”, Richard states. The ICISA mem-

membership in ICISA will provide a forum for discussion of

bership fits the corporate culture of Chubb, Richard under-

the key topics impacting our industry and a platform, where

lines. “One of our corporate tag lines is ‘Think Relationship,

appropriate, to effect positive change.”

Think Chubb’. I feel this speaks volumes to the recognition
we give to this being a people business. We clearly missed

50 years of surety experience

the collaboration, exchange of ideas and opinions as well

Richard expects that likewise the membership can benefit

as collective interest to improve the lines of business we

from the views of Chubb as the Chubb Group of Insurance

represent”.

Companies is a global organization with a network of offices
in 26 countries and with more than 10,000 employees.

Competitive landscape

Richard adds, “we have deep experience in the surety field,

Like their involvement in many other industry associations,

operating internationally for nearing 50 years. We hope to

Richard looks forward to developing new, as well as rekind-

bring the strength and long experience of our people as

ling some old relationships. “The global surety industry is

well as the resources and benefits of a global organizational
reach to the association.”

Chubb

He expects that primarily the Surety Committee would be
of interest to Chubb. “However, we would also like to better

With a commitment to the surety industry for more than 100 years, Chubb is

understand the roles and activities of the other committees

the fifth largest provider of construction and surety bonds in the United States

to fully evaluate not only what interests us, but where we

according to the Surety & Fidelity Association of America. Chubb Surety offers

may be able to offer value to the association.”

a branch/company network and well-developed fronting arrangements to issue
or procure the issuance of bonds in North America and in many countries in

Fascinating developments

Europe, Central and South America, and the Asia/Pacific region. For more

This is especially interesting as he identifies fascinating

than 130 years, the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies has been delivering

developments of the surety bond product globally. “In par-

exceptional property and casualty insurance products and services to businesses

ticular, we are seeing increased interest in surety solutions

and individuals around the world. Today, Chubb is the 12th largest property and

from our customers in geographic locations historically

casualty insurer in the United States. The member insurers of the Chubb Group

dominated or exclusively provided by bank guarantees. This

of Insurance Companies earn the highest rating for financial strength from A.M.

is a positive development for our industry, but one faced

Best Company. Three of Chubb’s member insurers are among the few insurers

with cultural bias and, in some cases, regulatory constraints.

that have achieved A.M. Best’s highest rating for more than 75 years. Chubb also

How the membership is tackling these issues would be of

earns high ratings for financial strength from Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s.

great interest to us.”
“We’re pleased to be back and look forward to any contributions we can make,” Richard concludes the interview.
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Interview Dr. Kurt Karl - Swiss Re

“The Global Economic Outlook:
Implications for Credit & Surety”
The keynote address at the ICISA Spring Meetings 2014 was delivered by Dr. Kurt Karl, Managing Director in charge of Swiss Re’s
Economic Research & Consulting unit. His unit is responsible for producing SR’s sigma publications, a highly regarded publication
within the insurance industry.

“We take on all topical re/insurance (reinsurance and

The era of very low interest rates appears to be ending, but

insurance) related issues as well as provide data annually

the impact will last several more years as re/insurers’ assets

on catastrophic events and premium volumes globally. Re-

mature and are reinvested at still low rates”.

cent sigma topics include consumer buying behavior with
respect to life insurance products, urbanization in emerging

But despite all these potentially negative effects of the

markets and the implications for commercial insurance,

crisis, he notes that the industry continued to play its role in

marine and aviation insurance and food security and its im-

supporting trade. “The regulatory changes, the low invest-

plications for agricultural insurance”, Dr. Kurt Karl explains.

ment returns and the fragile economic environment have
all stressed insurers and reinsurers, but the industry has

Because of his extensive research into macroeconomic

weathered this storm well and remains well-capitalized and

developments and the insurance industry, we are grateful

able to continue providing value to policyholders”.

that Dr. Karl will share his expert views with us.
Looking at Europe and its position globally, Dr. Karl
identifies some significant structural changes that need to

‘The aftermath of a global financial crisis will always
include increased banking supervisory oversight’

be dealt with as a consequence of the crisis, ”Other key
economic developments include the shift of influence to
emerging markets, which have continued to grow rapidly
while developed economies have stagnated. In addition,
in Europe, key developments have been the much more
aggressive role of the European Central Bank, the econo-

When asking him what he sees as the most remarkable

mic reforms in many countries such as Ireland, Spain and

developments as a direct result of the crisis, his reply is

Portugal, but not in others such as Italy and France, and the

extensive: “The aftermath of a global financial crisis will

political dominance of Germany. Reforming the institutio-

always include increased banking supervisory oversight.

nal set-up to make the Eurozone viable over the long run

The surprise out of this crisis, perhaps, was the increased

will keep European policymakers busy for years if not for

scrutiny of the insurance and reinsurance sectors. The new

decades”.

regulatory and accounting regimes globally will make the
industry safer by increasing capital requirements, improving

The crisis also offered, according to Dr. Karl, some valuable

enterprise risk management and making the sector more

economic lessons for the economy at large and indeed

transparent. However, this will likely result in a higher indus-

also for our industry. “The key economic lessons have been

try expense ratio and lower availability of insurance – higher

the need to monitor systemic risk more effectively, perhaps

capital requirements reduce the supply of insurance”.

with appropriate macro-prudential supervision, the need
for strong independent central banks, the usefulness of not

4

He furthermore likes to stress the ongoing negative effects

only efficient and flexible labor markets, but also liberal po-

of the low interest rates for the insurance industry as a

licies on start-up companies as well as prudent regulations

direct result of the crisis. “We have had low interest rates

on non-financial companies which enforce competition and

for over five years now and this puts a strain on institutional

enhance investment opportunities. Insurers and reinsu-

savers, such as pension funds and insurance companies.

rers with strong enterprise risk management systems and
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well-diversified asset and liability portfolios have performed better than

capital and monitoring its development – it may abate as interest rates

most. Being large has also helped, though this has become a negative

rise – is a significant challenge. Fourth, claims development on casualty

potentially for very large players which have been designated systemi-

lines has been fairly benign in recent years and a key challenge for re/

cally important”.

insurers will be their pricing decisions determined by future expectations
of claims development. Finally, the emerging markets have been growing

Taking into account the negative impact of the crisis on the trade credit

rapidly and many global re/insurers have entered these high growth

insurance and surety industry, Dr. Karl notes that both industries have

markets. With this new capital in these regions the challenge will be in

recovered, but need to stay alert. “The trade credit re/insurance industry

maintaining profitability as premium volumes grow. In addition, the recent

has recovered from the crisis of 2008/2009. Premium volumes are

market turbulence has exposed some structural and political challenges

rising again, and claims ratios remain clearly below the levels reached

in some emerging economies – a reminder for insurers active in those

during the crisis. Nevertheless, claims ratios have been increasing again

markets that effective risk management remains essential.

gradually over the last three years as the environment has become more
competitive. In particular, reinsurance premium rates have come under

In Europe, Solvency II is according to Dr. Karl the major regulatory chal-

pressure and margins are squeezed especially for the larger accounts.

lenge. “Interest rates will rise, but with a lag relative to the US and the
UK; alternative capital is an issue but less so than in North America;

While the sluggish economic recovery in Europe remains a drag on the

casualty lines are generally benign but less important than in the US and,

industry’s growth, the business continues to expand rapidly in Latin

only the global European players will be affected by the rapid growth of

America and China. As a consequence, many European insurers are

premiums and capacity in emerging markets, as well as any emerging

seeking to expand beyond their home markets. In an attempt to bet-

market turbulence”.

ter satisfy client needs, insurers increasingly offer alternatives to the
traditional whole-turnover products, including top-up covers and noncancellable limits”.
The surety industry was according to Dr. Karl much less affected by the

Dr. Kurt E. Karl
Chief Economist, Swiss Re

crisis. “The surety business remained highly profitable. However, loss frequency and severity have increased in several markets recently, although

Dr. Kurt E. Karl is a Managing Director and head of Swiss Re’s

underwriting discipline remains good overall. In Spain, there was a court

Economic Research and Consulting. As such, he is the editor

ruling in 2013 that led to unexpected losses in the housing bond market.

of sigma, Swiss Re’s insurance industry research publication. In

Reinsurance capacity remains abundant, putting increasing pressure on

addition, he supports Swiss Re’s strategic planning and provides

reinsurance prices. In terms of product design, there is a trend towards

internal consulting on products and economic risks.

surety bonds payable upon first demand by the beneficiary, which would
make those products more similar to guarantees offered by banks. As a

Before becoming the overall head of ER&C, Dr. Karl was for

consequence of the Basel III banking regulations, there are hopes that

11 years the head of the North American unit of ER&C. Prior to

there will be opportunities for insurers to insure some of the risks that are

joining Swiss Re, Dr. Karl was chief international economist at

becoming unattractive for banks to keep on their balance sheets”.

WEFA, Inc., an economic forecasting firm located near Philadelphia.
He has a B.A. from the University of Oregon, a M.Sc. from the

Dr. Karl stresses that although the industry was able to stand the direct

London School of Economics and a Ph.D. from Princeton University.

effects of the crisis, the current financial-economic situation encompasses still some challenges. “For insurance, there are several challenges”,
Dr. Karl notes. “First, the crisis has increased regulatory oversight, so
preparing for and adjusting to the new regime is very important. Second,
interest rates are rising and re/insurers need to manage their assets and
liabilities to this movement. Third, low investment yields have encouraged more investors to purchase assets whose returns are linked to
insured risks, particularly catastrophic risk. Though the amount of this
capital is relatively small compared to the industry’s capital, it is a new
source of capital and thus has put pressure on pricing, especially for
North American catastrophic risk prices. Adjusting to this alternative
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Interview CEO Credimundi

“It is not just size that matters in our
opinion, but being smart, have risk appetite
and really understand customer needs”
Credimundi, formerly known as ICISA member Delcredere | Ducroire SA.NV, recently completed their full rebranding process in
order to create a more client focused brand and be clearly positioned for the future. Mr. Stefaan Van Boxstael has been CEO of
Credimundi since 1 January 2014 and we are very honoured that he was willing to answer our questions and shares with us the
reasons behind the rebranding operation. He elucidates the position of Credimundi in the current trade credit insurance market
and gives a glimpse into the opportunities for Credimundi in the coming five to ten years.
By 2011, the parent company of Credimundi, Delcredere |

customer-focused and future-looking, perspective”, Stefaan

Ducroire (formerly ONDD), had developed a European group

van Boxstael explains. This set of different names and identi-

offering with a full range of credit products through subsidi-

ties did not convey the group’s market offering. “The group’s

aries, branches and joint ventures across multiple markets.

genuinely differentiating angle and spirit was therefore not

“One of the implications of this growth was a complex brand

translated into a deliberate positioning– a particularly critical

architecture, based on an internal and historical, rather than

element in the trade credit insurance industry”, Van Boxstael
adds. “The Delcredere | Ducroire brand, previously employed
internationally for the short-term credit insurance line of

Credimundi, member of the Credendo Group

business, proved to be the ideal option for the domestic
client-oriented medium and long-term credit insurance business. This decision, however, created a naming void for the

Credimundi (formerly known as Ducroire | Delcredere SA.NV) has a mission

international short-term credit insurance business”, he states.

to provide companies within the European Union highly customized cover
against political and commercial risks for short-term trade credit mainly in

The rebranding operation started in 2011 after a European

emerging markets, principally in open account terms. It also issues legal and

pitch among several brand consultancy firms. “The interna-

contractual bonds. Its services relate to business to business current trade

tionally highly respected brand consultancy firm Interbrand

transactions. Apart from its main office in Brussels, Credimundi is present

was selected by us to organize an extensive stakeholder

with branch offices in London, Paris, Wiesbaden and Milan. As part of the

audit and identify qualitative and quantitative external evi-

Credendo Group, Credimundi shares the group philosophy: to be smarter

dence about the brands’ strengths in order to build a solid

about risk and closer to customers.

brand foundation. This new brand architecture was selected
on the basis of rigorous strategic criteria”, according to Van

Credendo Group (formerly known as ONDD Group) is the new identity of a

Boxstael. This new master brand brought together the mix of

European trade insurance group present throughout the continent and active

a group of businesses and brands. “A strong endorsement

in all segments of trade credit insurance, providing a range of products that

appeared to be the best way to leverage the other existing

cover risks worldwide. The group includes Delcredere | Ducroire, Credimundi

brand assets. This resulted in a customer-centric brand ar-

(the new name of the short-term business), KUPEG, INGO ONDD, Garant

chitecture, based on the array of specialty products offered

and Trade Credit. In 2012 the Credendo Group covered 40 billion euros in

by the group and based on the brand proposition Turning

international trade and issued 380 million euros in premiums.

Uncertainties into Opportunities”, Van Boxstael underlines.

For further information, please visit: www.credendogroup.com

This new brand proposition Turning Uncertainties into Opportunities was the centerpiece of the new brand definition.
“The elegantly provocative effectiveness of this proposition
paved the way to its use as a global tagline. It also led to the
quest for the internationally compelling name Credimundi,
member of the Credendo Group – two strong, echoing names
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chiseled around the Latin root for trust and credit”, Van Boxstael states.
“Of course the business values of Credimundi do not differ from those of
Delcredere | Ducroire”, Van Boxstael indicates. “Being a smart specialist

Mr Van Boxstael

means we can get close to each and every client – understanding their

CEO, Credimundi

needs in fine, granular detail. It means we get close to our markets –
offering forensic knowledge of risk wherever it is needed. Ultimately, it

Stefaan Van Boxstael has been appointed CEO of Credimundi

means we can provide risk cover and advice closely tailored around the

effective 1 January 2014, succeeding Mr. Terweduwe. Stefaan Van

customer’s business needs and target markets”.

Boxstael joined Delcredere | Ducroire in 1997 as a risk underwriter
and was deputy head of underwriting and account management

“Credimundi is a fresh new name for our specialized highly customized

before joining Credimundi in 2010 to become deputy CEO. As

underwriting for short-term credit risks business, especially in emerging

deputy CEO he was responsible for sales and account management

and developing markets, principally on open account terms. Credimundi

as well as risk underwriting. Mr. Van Boxstael holds a Master in

covers clients against the risks of contract cancellation and the risks of

Applied Economic Sciences from Ghent University and a Financial

non-payment, to which they are exposed in their current trade transacti-

Business Management degree from Vlekho Business School

ons. Cover is provided for risks resulting from our clients’ private or public

Brussels.”

contractual counterparties, for instance liquidity issues or bankruptcy,
or by political and similar events. Credimundi also issues sureties, either
legal or contractual”, said Van Boxstael, proudly clarifying the Credimundi

red”. Within this market, Van Boxstael values the current position of his

offering.

company within the European context. “As Credendo Group we look at it
from a European perspective. In this framework, we estimate to be n°4 of

“But we are also proud of our heritage”, he continuous. “The well-known

the European short term trade credit insurers, based on reliable sources

brand name Delcredere | Ducroire, established in 1939 is the official Bel-

such as ICISA, Berne Union, Finaccord, and our own figures. However,

gian export credit agency. Backed by the state, its mission is to promote

he notes that “it is not just size that matters in our opinion. Therefore, we

international trade relations, providing medium-term and long-term trade

are more proud to show the recommendation and repurchase intention

credit insurance cover. Its solidity is underlined by its AA rating from

grades of our customers as assessed by an independent third party and

Standard & Poor’s. In addition to traditional export credit and investment

which are respectively as high as 93% and 87% for Credimundi”.

insurance, Delcredere | Ducroire’s offering includes financial guarantees
and direct financing. Its activities mainly focus on non-OECD countries”.

In the coming years all European based insurers will be challenged according to Van Boxstael. “When I look at market position trends, it is

“The communications campaign started on 22nd November 2013, so

obvious that our colleagues from emerging countries will grow further,

it is a bit early to look at results. But the feedback we’ve received from

boosted by their local market needs, but maybe also by their penetration

our customers and brokers so far is very positive and we’ve got several

in the European market”. He is however convinced that the strategy of his

quotation requests from new prospects”, Van Boxstael specifies. “We

company will enable them to maintain their position. “Our strategic vision

have organized a rebranding event for 500 customers to promote our

allows us to outline a way where the customer is centric, our risk appetite

brand positioning and the feedback is that customers and brokers have a

is key and our ambition is not to become the biggest, but to stay the

clear picture of our family of specialist trade credit insurance businesses.

smartest. We don’t believe that size matters so much to make a difference

In addition to these external first outcomes, we’ve succeeded in winning

for the customer. Therefore, we will continue to focus on the competences

an increased internal cohesion”, Van Boxstael adds.

and dedication of our people. The window lies in turning uncertainties into
opportunities for demanding customers who prefer tailor-made service to

Looking at the current short term trade credit insurance market, Van

a merely price limited discussion”. This needs according to Van Boxstael

Boxstael is happy to share his thoughts. “Short term trade credit insurers

dedication and hard work. “The challenge is to hire and keep the right

operate in a difficult global environment nowadays. Economies across

people who are bespoke, creative and respectful tailors”. He concludes

Europe are still weak. There are instabilities or even political violence in

the interview by emphasizing their strategy once again. “It is not just size

emerging countries”. He is however convinced that “through rigorous risk

that matters in our opinion, but being smart, have risk appetite and really

control and careful underwriting, the market maintains the combined ratios

understand customer needs”.

at an acceptable level while achieving growth in the volume of trade insu-
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Interview Committee Chairs

Markus Deubert, Paul Daas & René Mul
share their views
The Spring Meetings are the time to invite the Committee Chairs for their views and opinions regarding the topics of attention in
their respective Committee. Since the Autumn Meetings 2013 the global economy has shown a positive continuation of a slow,
but in most parts of the world, stable recovery from the crisis.
René Mul, Chair of the Credit Insurance Committee,

will not be less complex. The economic challenges of the

indicates that the focus of attention has changed compa-

Eurozone, especially of some countries dependent on the

red to the Spring Meetings of 2013. “The attention for the

Eurozone development as well as the dependent markets,

consequences of increased commercial and political risks

will be one of the ongoing topics”. Also Paul Daas, Chair of

in times of economic stress has been moving towards

the Surety Committee, underlines that the recovery has not

more interest in the development of product features or va-

yet reached all sectors of the Surety market. “The econo-

riations that aim to improve the service we can offer to our

mic outlook has certainly improved since our last meeting,

current and potential Credit Insurance customers and into

although in Surety this does not mean that there are no

how we can achieve a higher profile for credit insurance

more losses. Particularly in the construction industry there

with financial institutions and trade financiers”. Markus

is a risk that companies fail at the end of a crisis period”.

Deubert, Chair of the Committee of Underwriters adds that
from an underwriter’s perspective, the positive develop-

Setting the agenda

ments have not yet led to less complicated underwriting.

The implications of the slow, but ongoing recovery of

“Besides the macro economic outlook for the different

the global economy have not yet resulted in strong and

regions, e.g. Eurozone, USA, which is not negative overall,

noticeable changes in their market perspective. The

it was the common understanding that the underwriting

recovery is perhaps too early to be visible . Only René (CIC)
indicated a slight positive change of perspective. There

‘Focus of attention has changed compared
to the Spring Meetings of 2013’

are however according to all three Chairs some prominent
developments influencing the discussions in their respective Committees. René (CIC) perceives a clear change in
agenda topics since the meetings last year. “A little more
than a year ago we were still discussing topics such as
the possible impact of the Euro-crisis on our cover terms
and conditions and whether members were preparing for a
Euro-break up or a Euro-exit. Since then, the more positive
outlook on the financial-economic situation has been
reflected in the discussions within the Credit Insurance
Committee meetings”, he indicates. Paul (SC) stresses that
“although maybe not directly influencing the discussions as
such, there is one development which will have an impact
on our industry. First is the official confirmation that Solvency II will be implemented for real in 2016. This means
a lot of additional work, cost and possible capital requirement implications for the industry. No doubt we will also
discuss the impact of the relatively high number of larger

René Mul

surety losses from all over the world”. Markus (CoU) notes

Chair of the Credit

that “as in the past our discussions are mainly driven by the

Insurance Committee

various current developments which have an impact on the

Company: Atradius

underwriting”. He adds: “Of course political uncertainties in
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Markus Deubert
Chair of the Committee of Underwriters
Company: Zurich Insurance plc

several countries are part of our ongoing discussions. For
example, besides European states, states in Asia can also
be named, such as Thailand and Myanmar. Furthermore
several business industries can be named as ‘never out of
stock topic’ with regard to the challenging environment of
this business industry. The steel sector can be mentioned”.

Actual relevance of topics
The changed financial-economic situation will consequently
lead to “a little less discussion on the threats and will allow
for more focus on the opportunities and possibilities for

nuclear risk exclusions in insurance contracts. We also

cooperation and promotion of our industry”, says Paul

discussed the outcome of a survey among members about

(SC). Markus (CoU) adds that topics will not be eliminated

the usage of buyer ratings overviews as an extra service or

completely as a result of a changed market perspective.

tool for our customers”.

“The selection of topics for our agenda is a continual

First Time Topics

‘A little less discussion on the threats will allow
more focus on the opportunities and possibilities for
cooperation and promotion of the industry’

Most agenda topics are clearly there to stay, only the
level of attention they receive is a result of what the actual
market situation dictates. But new topics can as a result of
the same market developments be added to the discussions. Paul (SC) notes that there were again quite a few
new topics on their Spring Meetings agenda. “We had an
interesting presentation on Brazil, reflecting the wish of
the Committee members to learn from colleagues from

process and considers the ongoing uncertainties such as

outside of Europe. In addition we had some discussions

political challenges, economic downturn of countries or

on recent rulings within some markets, which may affect

business industries. The list can be endless. Consequently

the business. We also focused on Basel III opportunities

topics are not out of scope, but the actual relevance could

for the Surety industry”. Markus (CoU) stresses that “the

be of minor importance”, he explains. For René (CIC) the

members discuss additionally the definition of mark-to-

topics on the agenda of the Spring Meetings 2014 were a

market risks and potential consequences for underwriting”.

mix of ongoing discussions and new items. “To give a few

He adds that he is pleased this topic was introduced by a

examples, a working group of our Committee is drafting a

presentation. “Furthermore we had interesting discussions

paper describing the recent developments of co-insurance,

regarding the steel market together with a representative

top-up cover and other forms of additional cover in the

of the steel market”, he concludes. The Credit Insurance

Credit Insurance market. This is an interesting inventory

Committee had also, as a first time topic, discussed the

because it touches upon the question what solution our

so-called mark-to-market risks or forward contract ar-

industry can offer to its customers in the situation where a

rangements. René (CIC) notes that the discussion focused

credit insurer in first instance or on its own cannot grant the

on “to what extent we can provide insurance cover for this

level of credit limit cover that the customer requires”. He

type of business”. He stresses that “the topic has many

however indicates that “we will continue to monitor some

interesting angles to it, both on the product and insurance

other developments, such as the legislation regarding

technical side and buyer underwriting side and that is why

preferential payments made in the period right before the

I am pleased that we had planned to discuss this topic in a

buyer’s insolvency and requests for waiver of the war and

combined session with the Committee of Underwriters”.
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Continuation of the Interview Committee Chairs

Markus Deubert, Paul Daas & René Mul
share their views

Exchange of views
René (CIC) adds that he is really pleased with this exchange of views and opinions between the two Committees. “I am confident that this will result in a more thorough
understanding of all aspects involved”.
Also Markus (CoU) is pleased with this exchange of views
between both Committees, but indicates that according
to him “the economic world is changing more or less evi-

Paul Daas

dently, the topics are therefore all of interest and therefore

Chair of the Surety Committee
Company: Nationale Borg

one specific topic cannot be outlined”. Paul (SC) is thankful
for the good discussions within his Committee regarding
lessons learned from the crisis and the effects on the

Markus (CoU) indicates that advocacy is not on the agenda

underwriting philosophy and specific terms and conditions.

of his Committee. “The Committee of Underwriters has not

”As such we learned from each other and gathered suf-

been active in concrete advocacy nor was it an initiator for

ficient knowledge to timely react and reduce losses in the

advocacy initiatives due to the purpose of the Committee

future. Also the participation of the reinsurers was of great

which is defined as ‘a platform for experts for the exchange

interest as they provided their know-how and experience

of ideas under a risk management perspective’. In this

from their global portfolio”.

regard economic and political developments are discussed
in light of consequences for the daily work”.

‘The economic world is changing more or less
evidently, the topics are therefore all of interest’

To conclude
The Chairs are all very pleased with the exchange of views
in and outside their respective Committee during the
Spring Meetings 2014 and are already looking forward to
the Autumn Meetings in September in The Hague. Markus
(CoU) likes to conclude the interview by stressing that “The

Lobbying

minutes of his Committee are shared on a regular basis

Discussions in and between Committees are of the utmost

and regarding topics that are of interest to other Commit-

importance to exchange views and to learn from each

tees, an exchange is organized”. René (CIC) likes to under-

other. For the Surety Committee these discussions have

line the importance of sharing knowledge within ICISA from

led to ongoing efforts to monitor developments in Brussels.

his Committee’s viewpoint. “The role and remit of the Credit

Paul clarifies that “there are no specific new items as yet,

Insurance Committee is to study and report on issues

but there is continuous focus on a level playing field with

related to policy underwriting, insurance techniques, new

banks, international public procurement and knowledge in

products, and general risk underwriting, as well as moni-

general within the EU on Surety as an alternative to bank

toring the industry and studying new developments. We

guarantees”. Neither the Credit Insurance Committee nor

are currently completing an index of issues that have been

the Committee of Underwriters requested active advocacy.

covered since 1993by the Credit Insurance Committee and

“At the moment we don’t have a particular subject in our

its predecessor, the Technical Subcommittee Credit Insu-

Committee that would benefit from advocacy”,

rers,. Its purpose is to further improve the accessibility of

René confirms.

knowledge and information that is available within ICISA”.
The Chairs agree that the Spring Meetings 2014 were
again a great venue to exchange these views.
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Richard Wulff, Group General Manager Credit & Surety at QBE

Upwards and onwards
or steady as she goes
I was honored to learn that Thomas Lallinger passed the pen to me for

So where are we heading? We don’t seem to be blessed with unlimited

this column. Thomas has always been one of the people in our industry

demand for our product. That means that we are all jousting for the

with fresh ideas, not always following the beaten path. I find that a

favor of our clients. There are a number of ways to do that: increase

scarce virtue in our industry. This is what this column is about.

service, decrease prices and/or innovate our product offering. As an
industry, we have been reasonably good at increasing our service

Thomas notes that alignment of interest is one of the cornerstones in

delivery. We have been prepared to slash prices when times are good.

our industry. This is true beyond a shadow of a doubt. It does bear a

Often, this was justified by the risk-reward equation, at least at the be-

risk: becoming snug together possibly leading to a lack of new ideas.

ginning of the downward part of the cycle. I question, how good we are

When the environment is hostile, as it was during the global financial

at innovating our products and selling those innovations to the market

crisis, pulling closely together has its attraction. Most financial instituti-

as value-adding products.

ons, including credit insurance companies reacted in more or less the
same way to the financial crisis. This was partly due to pressure from

We have undoubtedly come up with a number of innovations. Looking

capital providers (hard and soft). It was also due to a trade credit insu-

at the way in which we deliver product and its aspects to our clients

rance industry, which is limited in participants and where people tend

has progressed beyond the imagination of our colleagues of a decade

to have a similar background and technical understanding.

ago. Also the product itself has more variations and is even finding a
wider audience. There have been some flops. I see this as imperative

‘As sure as night follows day,
the corporate world will translate
this optimism into growth targets’

on the road to progress. The modern excess of loss policy would never
have been taken off without the flopped “credit management policy” of
the 80’s.
Having said that, companies like Apple make a majority of their revenue
with products that are less than 4 years old. How do we compare?
I dare say not very favorably. For the industry as a whole, the good
old whole of turnover policy is still our bread and butter (although

When we look at the environment of today, it is clear that things are

diminishing).

brightening up. Unemployment in most countries seems to have peaked, inflation is firmly under control, credit supply in most parts of the

At least one of the explanations for this phenomenon (and there are

world is on an upward trajectory again and the sweet smell of growth is

many more) is than we think largely alike. We have not built an industry

in the air. Whether one believes in the technical foundations the bull-run

on diversity of talent. The upside is that we’re pretty good at what we

of equity markets of the last 14 months, is another matter. People are

do. The downside that we’re slow at learning new tricks: new pro-

just more optimistic.

ducts, new target audiences, new ways of packaging, new cooperation models. And that’s the challenge that this middle-aged dog has set

As sure as night follows day, the corporate world will translate this

himself: learn new tricks in 2014.

optimism into growth targets. For a large part, it already has. If we look
at the finance industry at large, we again see the rise of CDOs, CLOs,

The decision, who to pass the pen for this column to, follows logically

MBSs and asset backed securities in general. A couple of years ago,

from the above. Our colleagues of China National Invest & Guaranty Cor-

these products were held (partly) responsible for the US housing bub-

poration have consistently cleared their own path. Within the scope of the

ble and were seen to have been invented by Beelzebub himself. The

Chinese market, the company is a major source of innovation. I am happy

securitized volume fell from close to US$ 2.9 trillion at its peak in 2006

to pass the torch to Mr. Liu Xinlai.

to approximately US$ 250 billion in 2010. That’s more than a 90%
drop. Well, they’re back. The simple reason is that business needs to
be done. The same goes for the trade credit industry. Growth is a sign
of a health.
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Interview new Chair Solvency II Expert Group

Solvency II … getting closer to the finish line
September 2013 Jörg Stensinski, Director GRM at Atradius Group, succeeded Téva Perreau of Coface as new Solvency II
Expert Group Chair. In this first interview after accepting his new role within ICISA’s expert group he kindly shares his first
impressions and his ambitions.
“To be honest it was Atradius’ turn to provide the new Chair. And as Di-

but the members contribute in a professional way in order to achieve

rector GRM I have also been chairing the Solvency II program of Atradius

the common target”. The Solvency II Expert Group allows the industry to

for quite some time. Hence, I was a logical choice”, Jörg teases. But he

bring together key specialists on the subject matters that come out of the

directly adds that of course there is more to it. “I deem it important for the

Solvency II area. Jörg notes that “Solvency II comes with a significant level

industry to collaborate on all the topics that are affecting us. And Solvency

of complexity in various facets, like quantitative aspects of capital calcula-

II is definitely one of the most important ones. Consequently, I hope I can

tion, actuarial aspects of technical provisions, risk management in general,

contribute to the objective of the industry remaining visible with govern-

but also includes specific questions like quantification of catastrophe risk.

mental and regulatory institutions and am looking forward to dedicating

The diversity of the members provides the knowledge to deal with all the

some time to that goal”. Furthermore he notes that it is necessary to

topics and make the industry heard by regulators, governments and local

join forces in order to make a difference. “We represent a small industry.

supervisors. That way we are able to lobby towards all those instances on

We should try hard to always shout together and louder than the others.

several topics, provide solutions where needed, but most importantly are

Something we still have to learn, I am afraid”.

visible on this important subject”. According to Jörg the common effort of
all the discussions within the expert group and the various lobby efforts

‘I deem it important for the industry
to collaborate on all the topics
that are affecting us’

towards the European Commission is threefold. “We need to ensure firstly
that the final regulation fits the characteristics of the Credit Insurance and
surety Industry, secondly we need to safeguard the creation of a level
playing field that all firms can live with and thirdly it must strengthen the
credit insurance and surety industry”.

Current key issues the group focuses on
The Solvency II Expert Group currently focuses on reviving the discussion

Take my hat off to Téva

on the Standard Formula for Non-Life UW Risk for Credit & Suretyship.

Jörg is aware of the task that lies ahead of him as Chair as he realizes

Jörg explains that “as per January 10, 2014 the European Commis-

the eyes of all ICISA members will be on the achievements of his expert

sion has published the Draft Delegated Acts Solvency II. Article 102 of

group. He is pleased to notice that his predecessor has paved the way

that document confirms the Standard Formula calculation for Non-Life

and helped the group forward. “I learnt that Téva had been the Chair for

Underwriting Risk for Credit and Suretyship. In the opinion of the Solvency

four years and am thankful also on behalf of the industry for what has

II Expert Group, the concept of the Standard Formula for non-life UW

been achieved under his chairmanship during those years. Even more so

risk calculation for Credit & Suretyship is flawed for a variety of reasons”.

as the group did not just work on the Solvency II aspects but also started

As a result the activities under way since November 2013 are to res-

initiatives on topics like Shadow banking and Systemic Risk. Chairing

tart lobbying at EIOPA for picking up discussions on the calculation of

whatever Committee is difficult. It takes the Chair’s time as well as it needs

catastrophe risk. Jörg states “an important part of that activity is to deliver

conviction and drive to get the committee to work. I have to take my hat

a solid document indicating the inaccuracy of the concept, but also elabo-

off to Téva, based on the achievement of the group over the past years”.

rating on the contributions of Credit Insurance and Surety and explaining
of what Credit Insurance is and what it not is.” Jorg underlines that “this

Experts joining expertise and experience

is important in order to avoid mixing our products and services up with

“The SII Expert Group consists of a number of real experts in the Credit

‘shadow banking’ products and other non-traditional Credit Insurance

Insurance and Suretyship arena”, Jörg summarizes the unique character

like Mortgage Insurance.” Jörg also mentions the intention to update the

of the group. “I’d like to stress skills, expertise and experience of the diffe-

quantitative study from 2012 taking into account more recent data to

rent members. Discussions that have taken place since I joined the group

provide quantitative evidence for the exorbitant capital requirements under

focused on jointly finding solutions for problems and issues posed by the

the standard formula and provide an alternative formula or proposal, for

current state of the SII regulations. In fact we all represent competitors,

example, by embedding the catastrophe risk in a smarter way. “In addition
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to that, we will try to pick up conversations on the Standard Formula with
regard to undertaking-specific calibrations”, Jörg adds.

Standard Formula and Internal Models
Solvency II is close to be going live in 2016 and there is not a lot time left

Jörg Stensinski

for implementation. “As a matter of fact all members will be busy dealing

Director at Atradius Group

with implementation measures. At the same time we all need to deal with
similar problems and issues, which we should work on together in order

Jörg Stensinski is Director at Atradius Group. He is leading Group

to save time and money and optimize the results for the whole industry”.

Risk Management and in that function a member of the Atradius
Leadership Team and chairing or participating in various credit and

‘It is high time that we as an industry
define best-practices and share
knowledge amongst ourselves’

risk committees of the Atradius Group. In his current function he is
also executive sponsor of the Solvency II program. That program
consists of all projects needed to achieve the objective of making
Atradius compliant for the use of a partial internal model as per
Solvency II regulations at introduction date.
Previously, in his role as Executive Manager and Head of Strategy
and Corporate Development, he has proven reputation in ensuring

Jörg expects the Expert Group to continue focusing on the Standard

that the Atradius group is moving into the ambitioned direction from

Formula. “A lot needs to be done to get that formula ‘right’ in the coming

a strategic, product, process and systems point of view. Under the

months”. But he also sees quite some opportunities for the Expert Group

guidance of Stensinski Atradius moved to a decentralized group

regarding the Internal Models. “In fact, it is high time that we as an indus-

structure.

try define best-practices and share knowledge amongst ourselves. Why
only educate the regulators? Moreover, there is a couple of accounting

Prior to joining Atradius, Stensinski served as a Vice President

specific aspects and issues in the current Solvency text and we should

at ABN AMRO Bank being responsible for the development and

provide a joint interpretation on the most important ones”. He stresses

implementation of model governance and management policies for

that again “all the above requires dedication and effort to be taken by all

statistical models used within Basel II (Pillar I and II) for Regulatory

members and will call for a significant amount of lobbying activities”.

and Economic Capital calculation. Stensinski gained additional
experience and expertise –in particular the first steps and ideas

Achieving the defined goals

towards Basel II at the end of the last century – in his earlier

“First of all, irrespectively of whether an undertaking goes for an internal

functions at Group Risk Management at Citibank Germany and later

model or not, it is important for the industry that the Standard Formula

on at Commerzbank Germany. Stensinski holds a Master of Science

that will be used to calculate the Solvency Capital Requirement provides

in Statistics and Political Economy from the University of Dortmund

reasonable results. That formula will for regulators always be the bench-

in Germany.

mark. I would like to achieve that the finally approved formula will have
a form the industry can be content with, Jörg states”.
Jörg concludes the interview by indicating that he is more than aware of
Secondly Jörg underlines that, he would like to see “that the most impor-

the burden of his new role, but at the same time he is also looking forward

tant Credit and Suretyship related aspects of Solvency II are fit for purpose

to leading a group of industry experts in the difficult discussions the group

and create a level playing field, but most importantly don’t put the industry

will face the years ahead. “Being part of such a group is from a professio

at any disadvantage compared to other industries”.

nal point of view very interesting as the level of expertise that is shared

“Our industry provides an important financial service and we have to

during discussions is extremely high. And last but not least,

safeguard that the possibility of providing that service will not be harmed

I enjoy networking and deem it one of the most important and beneficial

by regulatory failures. My goal is that the Expert Group provides

aspects of my work. Besides, I don’t think there is any better way to

as much as possible input to achieve this”.

network within our industry than via ICISA”.
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Interview New Chair

Interview Nuria Gorog
Chair Single Risk Committee
As she prepared for chairing the Open Forum of the Single Risk Committee in London, her first
meeting as Chair, Ms. Nuria Gorog of Zurich kindly agreed to answer a couple of questions
regarding her Committee.
As the new Chair and successor of one of the initiators of this Committee,

done by Louis Habib-Deloncle as the Committee developed into a highly

Louis Habib-Deloncle, Nuria is aware of the challenges she awaits. She

respected Committee. “If you look at SRC today, we can see an increased

therefore starts the interview by sharing her appreciation for the achieve-

interest among the members on the topics discussed, but also, due to

ments of her predecessor. “I want to thanks Louis Habib-Deloncle for all

the increase of the number of underwriters in the Single Risk arena, an

the work already done. We still have much to achieve. He has built the

increased interest of underwriters that were not very much involved in the

foundation from which we can build on. I hope he will continue to be very

past”.

much involved in our works”.
The amount of work and issues to be solved is, as the Committee matuShe has been interested in the work of the Committee and has been

res, growing. She notes that nowadays the Committee focusses on se-

following the Single Risk Committee (SRC) from the very beginning. “I

veral key issues. “Among other topics, the SRC is committed to continue

always appreciated the ‘workshop’ spirit of this Committee which strives

to work on the single risk market survey. We need to complete the data

to find solutions for responding to the customers demand”. She immedi-

and improve the data quality for getting a comprehensive knowledge of

ately adds that according to her the general importance of the Committee

our industry. The survey will be sent out shortly and will provide a chance

is more “the fact that the Committee is going into the detail of technical

to the underwriters to play an active role in shaping the future of the single

and market issues related to credit and political risks aspects, of course,

risk industry”, she explains. “I think that the data quality related to our

but focusing in the specificities of the Single Risk business, where the

industry is a key element. I know there are constraints but transparency is

underlining transactions to be covered have to be deeply analyzed. The

a necessity. I expect therefore that the regulatory and compliance issues

underlying transactions and commercial structures are in permanent evo-

will be on the table as well”, Nuria adds.

lution. The value of the SRC is to anticipate about how to respond to such
new structures and risks in order to continue to support the international

She emphasizes that she accepted the nomination to become the new

trade”. Also in that respect she likes to share her appreciation for the work

Chair of the Committee, because “Zurich is a key player in this market and
I’m very pleased to share with the members our expertise and views in

Nuria Gorog

particular in the underwriting and claims fields. The members have a lot to
share as well. The SRC is putting together all this expertise which will be
linked to the customer centricity we are looking for”. Moreover she under-

Nuria Gorog joined Zurich Credit & Political in January 2007 as a

lines that she wants in her capacity as Chair to facilitate the discussions

Senior Vice President and Regional Manager for Continental Europe.

within the Committee and “give the opportunity to the underwriters to

She holds a Master’s Degree in Law from the Universidad Autonoma

express their views, to share their issues and discuss any relevant matter

of Madrid, a Postgraduate Degree in International Prospective from

raised by the members in order to reach the mission of the SRC”.

the University of Paris V. She manages a team of underwriters
located in Madrid, Paris, Zurich and Frankfurt and among her

With just one week before the Single Risk Open Forum Meeting in London

tasks is a leading role, including heading the project team, in the

starts, Nuria wants to emphasize the importance of this meeting. “The

underwriting and analysis of complex new risks and renewals,

next Open Forum in London will be extremely important for the members

providing a high level of technical competency.

and non-members of the Committee. We have all heard about new guidelines in Lloyd’s of London and we will discuss this new development. But
also the Single Risk Survey will be on the agenda. I expect a very dynamic
discussion by the members on these topics”.
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Jim Davidson

HCC announces retirement
of Director Jim Davidson
HCC has recently announced that Jim Davidson will shortly be retiring from
the business after over 30 years in the credit insurance industry.
A Chartered Quantity Surveyor by background,

Surety Division of HCC International. Martyn

Jim was one of the founding directors of De

and his team are delighted that Jim will be

Montfort Insurance Company in 1982, which

remaining with the business for a period as

was acquired by HCC Insurance Holdings Inc.

non-Executive Chairman of Credit to ensure a

in 2005, when the company name changed

seamless handover of the business and that

to HCC International Insurance Co Plc. Since

he remains a Director of HCC International.

then, Jim has been Head of the Credit Division

The future of HCC is strong and in safe hands.

and grown the business to be the success

Martyn Ward joined the company in 1984

ful operation it is today. Jim is President of

and following the acquisition of the business

the International Credit Insurance and Surety

by HCC in 2005 was appointed as Head of

Association and an active member of the ABI

Surety, but prior to that also worked with Jim

Trade Credit Committee. As a company, HCC

in our Credit Insurance business. Martyn will

is extremely proud of what Jim has done, not

be supported in Credit by Jane Hull and Nick

only for the business, but also for the wider

Walklett.

Martyn Ward

credit insurance and surety industries.
With immediate effect Martyn Ward has been

For more information, please visit

appointed as Head of a combined Credit and

www.hcc.com/international

Dirk Terweduwe

Credimundi top management
appointments
Dirk Terweduwe was appointed Chairman of the Board of Directors of Credimundi
effective 1 January 2014. He succeeded Mr. Jean-Pierre Pauwels, who decided to
go into retirement.

Dirk Terweduwe has more than 25 years of experience in credit

Stefaan Van Boxstael joined Delcredere | Ducroire in 1997 as a risk un-

insurance. Mr Terweduwe is CEO of Delcredere | Ducroire and headed

derwriter and was deputy head of underwriting and account manage-

Credimundi until 31 December 2013. As CEO of the Credendo Group

ment before joining Credimundi in 2010 to become deputy CEO. As

he is also chairman of the Supervisory Boards of Garant in Vienna and

deputy CEO he was responsible for sales and account management as

of KUPEG in Prague and chairman of the Boards of Directors of INGO-

well as risk underwriting. Mr. Van Boxstael holds a Masters in Applied

ONDD in Moscow and of TCRe in Brussels. He also serves as chair-

Economic Sciences from Ghent University and a Financial Business

man of the group of country risk experts within the framework of the

Management degree from Vlekho Business School Brussels.

OECD Arrangement on Export Credits since 1996. He holds a Masters
in Economics and a Masters in Advanced Studies in Economics from

For more information, please visit www.credendogroup.com

the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Belgium).
Stefaan Van Boxstael was appointed CEO of Credimundi effective 1
January 2014, succeeding Mr. Terweduwe.
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SID - First Credit Insurance Company Inc.
Announces New Management Board
SID - First Credit Insurance Company Inc., Ljubljana, entered its 10th year of
operation with a new Management Board for the period from 1 January 2014 to
31 December 2017. The Management Board comprises Mr Ladislav Artnik, Ms
Barbara Kunc and Mr Igor Pirnat, MSc.
Mr Artnik managed credit insurance at the Slovene Export Corporation, which is the founder
of SID - First Credit Insurance Company Inc.,
Ljubljana, starting in 1993. This is his third term
in office. Mr Artnik was first appointed the President of the Management Board of SID - First
Credit Insurance Company Inc., Ljubljana, in
2005, when the company was established.
Ms Kunc has been an authorised signatory
at SID - First Credit Insurance Company Inc.,
Ljubljana, for the last nine years. Prior to assuming this position, Ms Kunc was a partner
at the KPMG Slovenia international auditing
company, where her responsibilities also
included insurance companies. She holds

Ms Barbara Kunc, Mr Ladislav Artnik and Mr Igor Pirnat, MSc.

the professional titles of certified auditor and
business valuation appraiser. Her responsibili-

Mr Pirnat served as the Director of Underwriting

with domestic trade, amounts to EUR 5 billion

ties include investments, the actuarial function,

at SID - First Credit Insurance Company Inc.,

of insured transactions.

accounting, risk management, internal auditing

Ljubljana, since the establishment of the com-

SID - First Credit Insurance Company Inc.,

and controlling.

pany. His responsibilities include underwriting,

Ljubljana, concluded the 2013 financial year

IT, human resources and general affairs.

with a positive result.

port Corporation since 1995. Before being ap-

In 2013, the insurance company insured more

For more information,

pointed a Member of the Management Board,

than 12% of Slovenian exports, which, together

please visit www.sid-pkz.si

Igor Pirnat, MSc has been with the Slovene Ex-

Garant appoints Christian Hendriks
The Managing Board of Garant has decided to reorganize the risk

Christian Hendriks will assume responsibility for the coordination

analysis and underwriting activity of the company in order to im-

of underwriting activities across the company to further optimize

prove closer internal coordination and enhance the marketing action

Garant’s policy underwriting process between the offices in Vienna

towards Garant’s clients and brokers, considering the substantial

and Geneva.

increase of demand for coverage during last year.
For more information,
please visit www.garantinsurance.com
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The Trade Credit Insurance & Surety Academy

Seven years of experience in training
Since 2007 ICISA has been supporting STECIS and helped them to organize 10 training seminars
in trade credit insurance and surety, where almost 170 students coming from 20 countries had
the opportunity to learn and to prepare themselves for next steps in their careers. Students came
from members of ICISA (credit insurers, surety companies and reinsurers) and large non-member
companies interested in improving their credit management.
Seminars were held in the Netherlands and Spain and next
to the regular basic and advanced seminars, also tailormade training seminars are organized. More information

Martin van der Hoek

•	An additional day to allow for more case studies on
each subject.
•	I know that is this is only the introduction, but I would

on the possibilities and the content of training seminars is

like to see more detailed examples especially for cases

available on www.stecis.org.

where a claim happened.

In 2013 four seminars were visited by more than 60

STECIS tutors are aware of their students’ preferences

students. Besides the regular seminars, a tailor-made

and will adapt and update the seminars to keep the custo-

seminar was organized for 15 managers, working for the

mers satisfied.

largest insurance company of China and lasted for 5 days.
They came to the Netherlands to learn about export credit

STECIS has developed new formats for trainings like the

insurance and surety.

Fly-in and Fly-out Seminars of one day, where at or in the
direct vicinity of international airports theory and case-

After each seminar STECIS asks the students for their eva-

studies are discussed in an interactive manner.

luation in order to check the quality of the content of the

Seven years of experience in training and the stimulating

seminar and, where necessary, to improve the program.

feedback of students are the main sources of success of

In 2013 the following evaluations were given:

this ICISA initiative to contribute to the professionalism of

• Overall satisfaction: good

the credit insurance and surety industry. STECIS is happy

• Ability to increase knowledge: good

to welcome new students, who are eager to learn more

•	Ability to take part in discussions and ask questions:

about credit insurance and surety.

excellent
• Timeframe for networking: good / excellent

Martin van der Hoek, Chairman of the Board of STECIS

• Case studies: good / excellent
Some valuable suggestions were made in order to improve
the seminars:
•	Enrichment of the case or the examples from many
countries, particularly countries which represent Europe, Asia, Australia or China.
•	Doing more discussions, asking people about their

Next Training Seminars

experience.
•	If possible more case studies as they really brought
alive the room.
•	Less reading from the PowerPoint slides directly. More

-	Trade Credit Insurance Advanced,
19 - 20 June 2014, The Hague
- Surety Advanced, 19 - 20 June 2014, The Hague

participation. Further cases with balance sheet, including bank balance sheets; P+L analyses for different

For more information,

types of companies (traders, banks for example)

please visit www.stecis.org

• Tell more about single risk and reinsurance.
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